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When News Corp Australia noticed their regional division had the fastest growth rate in 
digital subscriptions year-on-year, they sat and up and took notice. 
Why did the 17 regional titles have a rate of growth accelerating considerably quicker than 
the rate of the metro divisions? 
Were there lessons about collaboration, cooperation and a hyper local approach to news 
that the metros could learn from? 
They decided to find out, through the bold move of merging regional-metro digital 
leadership in the state of Queensland. The regional leads were put in charge. 
Now, 18 paywalled mastheads are managed by the same team, including the state’s flagship 
The Courier-Mail metro title, based in Brisbane where just under half of Queensland’s 4.6 
million residents live. 
The results have been striking. In the 2018 calendar year, breach sales more than doubled, 
running at 113%. 
Not only did the metro surge, but the regionals gained more speed. 
The One Queensland approach added 22,000 paying subscribers in 2018. The growth rate 
makes the combined operation the fastest growing digital business in News Corp Australia’s 
publishing portfolio.  
Today Queensland, with a population well under the 7 million of New South Wales and 6 
million of Victoria, has the highest number of subscribers of any state for News Australia. 
 

 
 
What changed? 
New thinking and lessons learned have proved decisive, with successes shared and copied 
across all corners of the state.  



In the metro newsroom there is for the first time a data-driven approach to journalism, 
personalized reporting to all staff and a massive training program (News U) has rolled out.  It 
was copied and improved from the regional model. 
Focus on what is selling and how to better address online reader needs has accelerated 
sales 400% in some niche areas.  
In regional land, sites switched to the metro’s Premium model (from metered), they were 
redesigned to look similar to the cleaner city site, and they learnt from and improved the 
shopfront experience. 
With the 18 newsrooms working more closely than ever, we are making the most from the 
state’s best journalism. 
 

 
 
Online editor Mark Furler researches how a particular story fared through a new data tool. 
 
 
Objectives: 
Boost The Courier-Mail’s online focus and re-energise metro digital subscriptions, learning 
from the regional experience. The Courier was the more mature business, how could it fire 
again? 
Maintain or grow the exceptional results in the regional business. 
Make sure the best staff were moving seamlessly between the two divisions, rather than 
getting picked off by rival companies. 
Lift training and knowledge of digital requirements. 
With 18 newsrooms, of varying digital experience, ensure successes everywhere, no matter 
how big or small, were shared and emulated. Editors were held to account on this: If an idea 
worked somewhere, have you tried it? 
 



How the newsrooms and digital experience altered in less than a calendar year. The pace 
of change has been so incredible, it is really only possible to list in dot points: 
 
Metro (Courier-Mail) changes 
Rollout of personalised reporting to editorial staff for the first time. What sold, what was 
read. 
Suite of communication tools put in across newsroom, including dozens of TVs with updated 
sub information, and daily emails from online leaders. 
Use of data analytics to section heads, identifying niche sub-driving potential. 
Program underway to train every reporter in building own online stories. That hadn’t been 
done in the metro before. 
Power of 60+ brands more easily able to be mobilised for campaigns (compulsory swimming 
lessons for all in Queensland, etc). Brands include non-dailies not on a paywall. 
News U training on video, search, SEO, use of analytics to more than 100 staff. 
Co-location of weekend regional-metro digital teams. Best state stories identified and 
shared earlier. 
Created new email newsletters, increased alert regime, boosting traffic and no lift in 
unsubscribes. 
Changed app navigation to increase frequency of visits. 
Rotating senior editors and section heads through the online team, to speed their 
knowledge. 
Began rollout of Content Quadrants, regional initiative helping staff identify difference 
between PV and sub-driving topics. 

 
Courier-Mail staff check out subscription-selling stories. 
 
 



Regional (16 regional dailes; 1 non-daily masthead paywall sites) 
Complete site refresh to mirror contemporary metro look. 
New shopfront, matching and improving metro model with mobile sign-up addressed 
through simpler options and now driving faster growth than metro. 
Pathway to promotion for senior digital experts. EG: Courier-Mail online editor is a former 
regional digital editor. 
Easier and earlier access to state’s best copy to all mastheads, including fixing technical 
hitches between different CMS systems. 
Switch to metro Premium model from metered, access to live Tableau scorecards of daily 
subs. 
Regular training opportunities in the Metro building for regional staff through News U 
program. 
Co-location of weekend regional-metro digital teams. 
Clusters or 3-4 regional paywalls mentored by a central expert, making sure skills are high, 
and sub-driving plays in neighbouring titles are copied. 
 

 



Examples of the types of results that have made this the fastest growing digital 
subscription division in News Australia. 
 
Quest community news 
Brisbane’s community news reporters were virtually non-existent online before the 
management merger. Now they are responsible for 20% of sub sales on The Courier-Mail 
and the sales rate is up over 400%. Realizing the importance of hyper local news to Brisbane 
city residents, the best community news stories are championed by the metro’s social 
media and newsletter teams consistently. The graph below shows actual sales of hyper local 
stories, and constant improvements in 2018. 

 
Best practice 
If a subject matter drives subs somewhere, all sites attempt it. Where we identify likely sub-
drivers early, The Courier-Mail leads state and Brisbane coverage; the regionals break it 
down for their towns; and the community reporters break it down for their suburbs. 
Example: Each year state OP scores are released for school students. This year coverage 
drove more than 200 subscriptions across the state as we rolled out a ‘How To’ kit for every 
title. The regionals were able to run Courier state analysis, enhanced by what the results 
and reactions were in just their patch. Coverage like this has never been more 
comprehensive. In Brisbane, the state coverage was backed up by community news 
reporters breaking it down to their areas. Three different papers’ examples in the below 
collage. 





 
 

 

 

 

Focus on where readers are buying from 

Deep dive training sessions into use of social media and search to find our stories 

has borne fruit. Referrals from Google now make up 40% of sales some months, up 
from less than 10% a year ago. Facebook, though still small in comparison, is also 
up over 100% year on year as we put our stories where niche audiences will find 

them, rather than relying on just our own assets.  

  



Private school 
coverage 

Reader data 

showed a higher 
propensity for 
potential 

subscribers to buy 
stories on subjects 
involving private 

schools. A focus on 
that niche produced 
about 300 subs in 

2018. An example 
of that was our 

move to cover GPS (private school) rugby for the first time. Weekly coverage of GPS 

through its 8-week season, in print and online, celebrations of its 100th year of 
existence, one-offs like the best 50 GPS players ever……. drove 60 subs through the 
season. The 4 regional sites who also have GPS teams benefitted form the data 

knowledge, Courier copy, and their own focus on the local team. Another 10 subs in 
the regions. 

 

 

 

See attached video of GPS final, and crowd reaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Niche focus 

Putting the focus on niches with growth potential has worked multiple times. There 

is a sport plan rolling out now; Lifestyle story sales are up significantly through a 
plan to release content when people might buy (eg, restaurant reviews on a 
Thursday night, ahead of the Sunday food magazine); and focusing resources at 

times when we have traditionally not sold subs (weekends) have all borne fruit. 


